Coombe Bissett CE VA Primary School
‘Within a caring Christian community we enable every child to flourish and inspire a love of learning in all members of our community’

Communication and Language
Listen attentively to stories, rhymes and
to the ideas of others.
Start and continue a conversation.
Join in with repeated words in stories.
Listen to environmental sounds and talk
about the sounds you can hear.
Use the correct tense when talking in the
past, present and future.
Listen to stories on a CD.
Follow instructions, ask and answer
questions, especially how? and why?
Show and Tell (Mon, Wed, Fri)
Talk about your work, explain and predict.
Make up your own stories in our role play:
The Travel Agents

Numeracy,

Recognise and count with
numbers to 20 and beyond.
Count in 2s, 5s and 10s.
Estimate and solve a problem.
Use the language of numbers
eg more than/less than.
Understand the operations of
+ and - to 10 and beyond.
Find and use numbers at home.
Learn to tell the time, the
days and months of the year.
Record your number work
using pictures and symbols.
Recognise 2/3D shapes.
Record the daily weather
using charts and pictures.

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
Class Charter to re-visit.
Continue the good relationships with
everybody in the class.
Build confidence to try new activities.
Work as part of a group and listen to the
ideas of others.
Express feelings in the right way, thinking
of others and staying safe.
Going for Goals and Good to be Me.
Circle Time activities.
Make good choices in my learning.

“Journeys!

Physical Development
Rugby Tots (yr R) Cricket (yr 1)
Dance for all of Oak Class
Use scissors correctly to cut paper and other
materials.
Use pencils with the correct grip (thumb and 2
fingers).
Enjoy being active showing awareness of space.
Use simple tools correctly to make models.
Model using different materials.
Eat up your healthy fruit in our snack time.
Drink your water during the day.
Manage your own personal hygiene in school.
Dress and undress independently.
Stay safe when moving around the school.
Have active and safe play – times.
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Expressive Arts & Design

Learn and sing familiar and new
songs about the seasons, the
weather and transport.
Listen to music linked to travel and
transport, Music from both the UK
and around the world.
Explore how sounds can be changed
and use simple musical instruments.
Move and dance to music.
Use different materials and media
to create bespoke Art. Design and
build models linked to transport on
land, in air, in water and on foot.

Understanding the World

The seasons, the weather, light
and dark and materials. Winter
walks to look at seasonal changes
and shadows.
RE – Special People, Judaism
(year 1) and Easter.
Computing – Use computers to
support the topic eg Google
Earth, looking at places in UK and
Internationally.
Simple word processing, use the
keyboard to record and save
their work. Record weather data
across a term.

Literacy
Read and write your name.
Write in sentences using
simple punctuation.
Non- fiction work: labels,
and lists, places we’ve
visited
Follow instructions.
Hear the rhyme in poems.
Stories about weather eg
Jack Frost.
Use your phonics to read
and write simple words and
learn the tricky words.
Understand what you read.
Use the school alphabet for
correct letter formation.

